The accepted definition of frequency stability in the time domain is the two-sample variance (or Allan variance).
It is based on the measurement of average frequencies over adjacent time intervals, with no "dead time" between the intervals.
The primary advantages of the Allan variance are that (1) it is convergent for many encountered noise models for which the conventional variance is divergent;
(2) it can distinguish between many important and different spectral noise types; (3) the two-sample approach relates to many practical implementations; for example, the rms change of an oscillator's frequency from one period to the next; and (4) Allan variances can be easily estimated at integer multiples of the sample interval.
In 1974 a table of bias functions which related variance estimates with various configurations of number of samples and dead time to the Allan variance was published [l] . The tables were based on noises with pure power-law spectral densities.
Often situations occur that unavoidably have dead time between measurements, but still the conventional variances are not convergent.
Some of these applications are outside of the time-andfrequency field. Also, the dead times are often distributed throughout a given average, and this distributed dead time is not treated in the 1974 tables.
This paper reviews the bias functions B, (N,r,p) , and BZ(r,p) and introduces a new bias function, B,(2,M,r,p), to handle the commonly occurring cases of the effect of distributed dead time on the computed variances.
Some convenient and easy-to-interpret asymptotic limits are reported. A set of tables for the bias functions are included at the end of this paper. 
provide the needed information. The "bar" over the y in eq (1) (2) where there is no dead time between the two sample averages for the Allan variance and the E[*] denotes the expectation operator. B,(N,r,p) Define N to be the number of sample averages of y(t) used in eq (1) to estimate a sample variance (N = 2 for an Allan variance). Also define r to be the ratio of T to 7 (r = 1 when there is no dead time between measurements).
The Bias Function
The parameter p is related to the exponent of the power law of the PSD of the process y(t). If a is the exponent in the power-law spectrum for y(t), then the Allan variance varies as T raised to the p power, where a and /, are related as shown in figure 2 12-41. We can use estimates of p to infer a, the spectral type. The ambiguity in a for ~1 = -2 has been resolved by using a modified a$(~) [5-71. Often data cannot be taken without dead time between sample averages, and it is useful to consider other than two-sample variances.
We will define the bias function B, (N,r,p) by the ratio, a2(N,T,r)
B,(N,rA = a2(2 T r) t , ,
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where 02 (N,T,z) is the expected sample variance given in eq (1) and based on N measurements at intervals T and averaged over a time 7 and r = T/T. In words, B, (N,r,p) is the ratio of the expected variance for N measurements to the expected variance for two samples (everything else held constant). The variances on the right in eq (3) depend implicitly on the noise type even though p or a are not shown as independent variables. The noise-type parameter, cc, is shown as an independent variable for all of the bias functions in this paper, because the values of the ratio of these variances explicitly depend on p as will be derived later in the paper. Allan showed that if N and r are held constant, then the a, p relationship shown in figure   2 is the same; that is, we can still infer the spectral type from the 7 dependence using the equation a = -p-l, -2 5 p < 2 [3].
The Bias Function B2(r,p)
The bias function B2(r,p) is defined in [l] by the relation, a2(2,T,7)
B,(w) = (r2(2 7 T) = o2 (2,T,7) , , cJ;w *
In words, B,(r,p) is the ratio of the expected two-sample variance with dead time to that without dead time (with N = 2 and 7 the same for both variances).
A plot of the B,(r,p) function is shown in figure  3 . The bias functions B, and B, represent biases relative to N = 2 rather than infinity; that is, the ratio of the N sample variance (with or without dead time) to the Allan variance and the ratio of the two-sample dead-time variance to the Allan variance respectively.
the averaging time 7,. If we average groups of the measurements of y(t), then the dead times between the original measurements are distributed periodically throughout the new average measurements (see figure  4) . Define = l M+i-1 Yi = M c ill9 n=i (5) where yi are the raw or original measurements based on dead time .
Also define the two-sample variance with distributed dead time as a2(2,M,T,r) = %E [(&?i+~) 21,
with 7 = M70 and T = MT,.
We can now define B, as the ratio of the N-sample variance with distributed dead time to the N-sample variance with dead time accumulated at the end as in figure  1 : In the cases r >> 1 and -2 s p s -1, we may write for the asymptotic behavior of B,
as was determined empirically.
In this region of power-law spectrum the B, function has an ff dependence for an P spectrum.
The Bias F'unctions
The bias functions can be written fairly simply by first defining the function,
The bias functions become
7 TN-302 1 + %F(r) B2(rsP) = 2(1-p) 9 (12) as given in [l] , and
as indicated in the appendix.
For p = 0, eqs (111, IM-36, 646-654, 1987 . Table   1 . Table  of some bias  function  identities   B, (2,r For M = 1, the variance S(1) is just
where use has been made of the definition of the autocorrelation function,
It is convenient to define a function G(T) as
Similarly, S(2) can now be written in the form,
Following this procedure, we can verify that the general S(M) is just 7-N-312 by the relation,
and also define
where r = T/r. The function U(7) for power-law power spectral densities has the form, which yields 171 lr+2 U(7) = 4-21+2'
Finally, the working relation can be written as
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